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Chicago, IL

DRAWING AND PAINTING

Penland Affiliation | Penland Instructor 1989, 1990, 1992, 1994, 2004, 2006, 2009,
2011, 2014, 2022, Penland Outstanding Artist Educator Award 2021

Artist Information |  Studio artist; education: MFA University of Pennsylvania School of Design
(PA), Certificate-Diploma Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts (PA); teaching: University of
Minnesota, East Carolina University (NC), Penland School of Craft (NC), Anderson Ranch Arts
Center (CO), Haystack Mountain School of Crafts (ME); exhibitions: Linear Fictions (Burnet Fine
Art, MN), Conversations with Time (Staniar Gallery, Washington & Lee University, VA), Small
Paintings & Works on Paper, Exhibition II (Ze Zhong Gallery, P. R. China), A Tender Spirit, A Vital
Form: Arlene Burke-Morgan and Clarence Morgan, Katherine E. Nash Gallery (MN)

Artist Statement | I am interested in an approach to art making that explores the
often-conflicted relationship between the decorative traditions in geometric patterns found in
other cultures and western modernism. However, recent paintings, prints, and collage drawings
avoid culturally specific subject matter in favor of a more elusive pictorial terrain of
contemporary abstraction. Inasmuch, my work attempts to reflect a broader generational
curiosity where the familiar and unfamiliar converge.

There is a view about art that seems intractably fixed in tradition and history. However, counter
to this view is another mindset that understands art very differently. This way of seeing works of
contemporary art is not so much new as simply different. Art has always possessed a malleable
character and the ability to conceptually as well as materially stretch its boundaries and adapt to
evolving cultural circumstances and technological innovation. By the same token, I think it is a
curious paradox that art can be so entrenched in tradition, yet remain supple enough to
withstand centuries of very complex (albeit gradual) changes to reach where it is today. As a
catalyst for the imagination, speculation, and unscripted modes of knowing, I find art to be
extremely useful and necessary to the health and well-being of society. However, as we know,
health is a relative term based on whether we experience it ourselves as good, moderate, or
failing. The relationship between our spiritual well-being, physical bodies, and our state of mind
is paramount -- so it should be with our approach to art.
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